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COMPUTER PROGRA}~lliS AVAILABLE AT ST. ANDREWS
BIOLOGICAL STATION

By K. Radway Allen

INTRODUCTION

The programmes described in this report have been
written in Fortran II and are at present (June 1967) in
operating condition on the IBM 1620 Computer at the University
of New Brunswick, Fredericton. This computer has core storage
of 60K positions of which 48.5K are available for programmes.
All the programmes described have therefore been written with
this limitation. In only a few cases, however, is the limit of
storage approached. Most of the programmes only utilize a small
fraction of it.

The 1620 is a variable word length computer, the
standard condition being for floating point, a mantissa length
of 8 digits, and for fixed point 4 digits. Except where other
wise noted, the programmes described operate with these word
lengths.

Several of the programmes are designed for use in an
open-house system where console operation is available either to
select options or to enter data through the typewriter.

The programmes fall into four categories:

1. Growth analysis programmes
2. Tabulations of salmon data
J. Miscellaneous
4. Output subroutines
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1 . GRO'"TH AlIALYS IS PROGRAMMES

1.1 FITTING VON BERTALANFFY GROWTR CURVE (VaNE)

1.1.1 Function and Method of Operation

The programme fits data to a von Bertalanffy curve of

using the method of Allen (1966». The procedure is an iterative
one, k being the first term estimated, and iterations continue
until the correction term falls below a pre-determined value fed
in with the data, or until 5 iterations have been made. Execution
stops if the estimates fail to converge.

The programme primarily handles length data and fits
them directly to the von Bertalanffy equation. It Will, however,
also handle weight data by converting the weights to a multiple
of the length by transforming them to the l/nth power on the
assumption that the weight-length relationship is

W = a~

The transformed data are then processed by the main programme and
a final estimate of Woo obtained by re-transformation from Loo •

1.1.2

Three options are provided:

Option 1: Estimates the 3 parameters k, 100 and to'
and determines their standard errors and ranges.

Option 2: Uses a value of to supplied with the data,
and estimates k and Loo . It does not estimate errors. Since
this programme sometimes fails if the supplied to diverges too
far from the true value, it first obtains an estimate of to as
an unknown, using the procedure of Option 1. If the supplied
to lies outside the probable limits thus determined, a warning
is printed before attempting to obtain k for the supplied to.
In this second stage, two options are also available; to use a

*Allen, K.R. 1966. A method of fitting growth curves of the
von Bertalanffy type to observed data. J. Fish. Res. Bd.
Canada, 23(2): 163-179.
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new starting value of k (= FK2), or to use as a start the value
of k obtained in the Option 1 run. The second procedure is
automatically followed if FK2 is left blank on the control card
specified below.

Option 3: This deals with situations in which the data
consist of a arge number of widely-scattered points and a direct
fit is difficult to obtain. In this option, the data are first
reduced to a single series of points, one for the mean length at
each integer of age, weighted according to the number of
observations at that age; a fit is then obtained to these
points starting with the supplied approximation to k. When
this has been done, a fit is made to the original data, using
the estimate obtained from the mean points as a starting value.

Dats Input

The data deck is made up as follows:

(a) A title card which is printed as punched.

(b) A control card specifying the options to be used,
and feeding in required constants; these are:

FK the initial approximation to k
TK the value of the correction to k at which

iteration stops
T Student's t, used in computing probable ranges

H¢PT for selection of Options I, 2 or 3
TZ selected value of to when Option 2 is being used

FK2 the approximation to k to be used with the
selected to in Option 2; in this option FK is the
initial value of k used in determining the
probable limits for to' Leave FK2 blank if the
fit for selected to is to start with the value
of k obtained from the trial fit with unknown to'

liEX weight-length exponent, leave blank when length
data are being used

KR read-in format selection

The format of the control card is 3FIO.8, 110, 3FIO.8, 15.

(c) A series of cards containing the observatl0nsj one
for each combination of age and length (or weight), spec1fying
these parameters and the number in the group. If there is only
one observation in the group, the number entry may be left blank.
The series must end with a blank card.
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As many sets of data as desired may be processed in a
single run. each set having its own title. format and control
cards.

Success of the programme may depend on the choice of
the initial trial value of k. although there is a wide margin
of tolerance particularly if the data give a reasonably good
fit to a curve. For example, in one test series, in which the
value of k was .50. successful fits were obtained with trial
values ranging from .10 to .80. A minimum correction (TK) of
.0002 is generally satisfactory. but rather higher values are
sometimes needed to complete execution with badly-fitting data.

The read-in format for the data is defined in a
separate subroutine REDE which can easily be added to accommodate
as many formats as desired. The format to be used in any
particular run is then defined for each set of data by the
variable KR on the control card.

To add an additional format to the REDE subroutine.
proceed as follows:

(a) Add the next serial integer inside the parenthesis on
the first card of the subroutine programme so that if
the original card was

G¢ T¢ (1.2 •••• n-l), KR

it becomes

G¢ T¢ (1.2, ..• n-l. n). KR

(b) Add immediately prior to the END card of the subroutine
the following set of three cards:

n READ 2n. AK, AGK. ALK

2n F¢RMAT (the desired format in standard form)

RETURN

(!l.B. (a) 2n as used above = 20 + n

(b) On the first card of this set the variables AK (number
of observations) AGK (age) and LK (length) must be
written in the appropriate order for the given data
cards, and not necessarily as above.)

1.1. 4 Output

(a) The data are listed as fed in

(b) The options to be used, and the values of the
constants are printed out.
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(c) For each iteration the values of the intermediate
quantities, the correction term, and the adjusted value of k are
printed.

(d) When the desired level of precision has been
reached: for Option 1, the values of k, to and Lao are printed
together with their standard errors, ranges and upper and lower
limits, the sum of the squares of deviations from the fitted
curve is also printed. For Option 2, the final values of k and
Loo are printed.

(e) When weight data are being processed the estimates
obtained from the transformed data are printed as lengths, and
then transformed back to weights and printed as the best
estimate, and upper and lower limits i of Woo'

A sample output is given in Appendix 1.

Subroutines Required

The only subroutine required in addition to those called
automatically by the system is REDE which defines the data input
format. Placing this in a separate subroutine avoids the need
to modify the main programme to take in data in a new format.
This makes it possible to use an object deck for the main
programme and save compile time.

1.1.6 Restrictions

The maximum number of cards, each containing a single
group of fish all of the same age and length (or weight),which
can be processed is 350. If more cards are submitted the
programme lists the entire batch, labels the first 350 and
performs the computation on these only.

1.1.7 Storage Required

This programme. including the necessary subroutines~

uses 46.8K positions of core storage.
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1.2 FITTnlG THE VON BERTALANFFY EQUATION (FABENS' METHOD)
(FABVB)

1.2.1 Function and Method

This programme is developed from one described by
Fabens (1965)". This method is primarily applicable to data
from marked fish or other animals, since the information it uses
is the lengths of the animal on two occasions and the time
interval between them. The method is an iterative one which
produces increasingly better estimates of k and Loountil a pre-
determined level of accuracy is reached. to cannot be estimated
directly from the data used in this part of the computation
because they do not include any absolute ages. Therefore, the
programme, having detennined k and Loo , reads in a second set of
cards (Part B) which contain observations on length and absolute
age and uses these to estimate too

The modified version differs from that originally
described by Fabens in the following respects:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

1. 2.2

It will process an indefinite number of sets of data
in one operation.

The minimal value of the correction to either k or Loo
at which iteration stops has been increased from

2xIO-6 to 2xIO-5 to meet the requirements of the
1620 computer.

Iteration can be stopped at any time by turning Sense
Switch 4 on. The programme then proceeds to Part B.

An option is provided in which it will use one set of
data in which the absolute age of the animals at the
time of tagging is known for both parts of the
computations. It assumes that the interval between
time of tagging and recapture is one unit of time o

Having estimated the three parameters t k, Loo and to t

it computes and prints out the sum of the squares of
the deviations from regression of the observations in
the Part B data.

Options Available

Two pairs of options are available:

(a) That described in 1.2.1 (d); with Sense Switch 3 off,
this reads in separately the Part A data for growth

*Fabens, A.J. 1965. Properties and fitting of the von
Bertalanffy growth curve. Growth, 29: 265-289.
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in known time intervals, and the Part B data of sizes
at known ages. With Sense Switch 3 on, one series of
data containing age at the time of tagging is read in.

(b) Either linear or weight data may be processed. Weight
data is converted to equivalent lengths on the assumption
that weight is proportional to the cube of the length.
Expected weights are then calculated from the expected
lengths fitted to this curve. The choice between these
two options is determined by a parameter on a control
card.

1.2.3 Data Input

The data deck is made up as follcVls:

(a) A control card. If the data are lengths, this has a 1
in column 1j if the data are weights, there is a 2 in
column 1. The card is otherwise blank.

(b) The Part A data cards. For the original version, these
contain a control character and the initial size, final
size and time interval in that order. The format is
(Il,3FlO.O). The control character in the first column
must be the same as that on the control card. This
section of the data ends with a card with 3 in column 1
and otherwise blank.

For the option in which absolute age is read in
initially, the data cards contain the inltial age 9
initial size and final size in that order~ the format
being (5X,F2.0,F5.1,lax,F5.1). This part of the deck
is terminated with a card with 3 in column 5.

(c) Part B data cards for original version only. These
have a 4 or 5 in column 1 for linear size or weight
respectively, followed by size and age in that order.
The format is (Il,2FlO.O). This section ends with a
card with 6 in column 1 0

For the other option there are, of course, no cards
in this section o

If other sets of data are to be processed, they follow
the preceding sets immediately without further control
cards. After the last set of data a blank card is
inserted.

If a card with an incorrect control index is encountered
at any time, execution stops and a message is printed
"Data error in card XII where X is the number of the
card in the data set being processed.
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1. 2.4 Output

The printed output includes:

(a) A statement whether the data is linear or weight.

(b) The results of Part A. These include the estimates of k
and A (equals Loo ) for each iteration and the final
values; statements of the relation between llchrons ll and
the standard units of time. The chron is a physiological
unit of time proposed by Fabens, being equal to the time
required for an animal to make half the remaining growth
towards its final size; it equals ~. This part of

k
the output also includes the number of observations.

(c) The Part B results. If the second option is being
used, the fact that the Bame data are used for both
parts is stated. Values are given for B (= ekto ), to.
and the sums of squares of deviations from regression.

(d) Part C tabulates the expected size aga,nst a range of
values of t, and restates to in chrons as "extrapolated
zero.'t

A sample output is given in Appendix 2.

1.2., Subroutines Reguired

No subroutines other than those called by the system
are required.

1.2.6 Restrictions

Not more than 400 cards can be read into either part
of the programme.

1.2.7 Storage Reguired

The number of positions of core storage utilized by
the programme, including subroutines, is 28~6K.
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1.J TABULATION OF VON BERTALANFFY GROWTH CURVE (VBTAB)

1.J.l Function and Method

This simple programme tabulates the points on a
von Bertalanffy growth curve for any given parameters. The
number of points desired is specified and the first half are
calculated for intervals of .5 units of time and the second half
for intervals of 1 unit of time o

1.J.2 Options

No options are provided.

1.J.J Data Input

As many curves as desired can be computed in one
operation, the parameters for each being specified by a single
control card. The control cards list 100 , k, to and the number
of points required in that order, the format being (JFIO.4,IIO).
Operation is terminated with a blank card.

1. J. 4 Output

The output lists, for each curve, the values of the
parameters and the number of points, and then tabulates computed
length against age. A sample output is given in Appendix J.

1.J.5 Subroutines Required

No subroutines other than those called by the system
are required 0

1.J.6 Restrictions

No restrictions other than those implicit in the
format and the system are imposed,

1.J.7 Storage Required

The programme requires 2420 positions of core storageo
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1.4 GOMPERTZ GROWTH CURVE - TABULATION AND ERROR ESTIMATION
(OOMP)

1.4.1 Function and Method

This programme tabulates the computed lengths for a
series of ages for the Gompertz growth curve,

L
_e-k(t-to)

L= ooe

using supplied values of the parameters. It then reads a set
of data cards, each containing a single age and length, and
estimates the sum of the squares of the deviations from the
expected values, and the root mean square.

1.4.2 Options

No options are available for this programme.

1.4.3 Data Input

This consists of

(a) A control card containing values of k, to and Loo
in that order, with the format (3FIO.4).

(b) Data cards each containing an age and a length in that
order, with the format (5X,I2,23X,F5.1).

(c) A blank card.

Only one data set may be processed at a time.

1.4.4 Output

The printed output gives the supplied values of the
parameters, the expected length at each age, the sum of squares
and root mean square of the deviations. A sample is given in
Appendix 4.

1.4.5 Subroutines Reguired

No additional subroutines are required.

L
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1.4.6 Restrictions

There is no restriction on the number of data points which
can be tested against a given curve.

1.4.7 Storage Required

4K positions of core storage are required by this
programme.
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1.5 FITTING OF THE GENERA1ISED VON BERTALANFFY EQUATION (GENVB)

1.5.1 Function and Method

This programme fits to observed data on length and age
the generalised von Bertalanffy growth equation with an
additional exponent,

1 = 100 (l-e-k(t-to)r

This is done by a combination of least square and trial and error
methods. The programme takes a suppliid value of n and fits a
regression line to a Walford plot of va and so estimates k and

1m for that value of n.

It then estimates to as the mean of a series of values
worked out for each data point in the central part of the length
range using the computed values of k and 100 , The central part
of the length range is defined for this purpose as the range of
lengths between half the length at the point of inflection, and
the mean of the length at point of inflection and 100 •

Having estimated all parameters, the programme then
computes a measure of the goodness of fit for the supplied value
of n as the sum of the squares of the deviations of the observed
from the expected lengths.

To determine the optimum value of 0, two trial and
error procedures are used. Initially, a Bet of values of 1 is

n
read in by defining on a data card the initial value, the
interval between successive values, and the number of trials to
be made. If a wide range of values is used in this initial run,
the approximate value for minimal sum of squares can be easily
estimated by inspection. The computer then goes to console
operation enabling other values of 1 to be entered through the

n
typewriter. The corresponding sum of squares then appears on
the typewriter while full output cont1nues to be produced on the
printer. By trying manuslly a succession of appropriately
chosen values, the optimum 1 is easily determined. The limit

n
of accuracy appears to be three places of decimals.

In the printed output, the symbol B-A is used for ~
This notation is derived from Taylor (1962)* where some

'Taylor, C.C. 1962. Growth equations with metabolic parameters.
J. Cons. Int. Explor Mer, 27(J): 270-286.
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discussion of the properties of this generalised equation may
be found.

Any number of sets of data may be processed in a single
operation. At the end of the initial run for each data set, the
computer stops and types a message calling for Sense Switch 1 to
be turned on if values of B-A are to be inserted manually, or to
be turned off before restarting if it is desired to proceed to
the next data set. In the latter case it then types a further
message calling for Sense Switch) to be turned off to proceed
to the next data set, or to be turned on to terminate operation.

No options as to computing procedure or data accepted
are included in this programme.

1.5.) Data Input

Each data set should consist of the following cards:

(a) A title card which is printed on the output exactly as
it appears on the card.

(b) A card containing the initial value of B-A J the interval
and the number of runs to be made; format l2F10.4,I10).

(c) A set of data cards. These contain lengths at successive
integers of age starting at age 1. As many cards as
desired may be used to accommodate the range of ages
available, there being 12 ages on each card. Care must
be taken to make sure that the cards are read in in the
right order. If lengths are not available for the
younger age-groups, the corresponding positions on the
card must be left blank. There must not be any gaps in
the set of lengths at age after the series has been
begun. Any spaces on the last data card beyond the
maximum age for which a length is available should be
left blank. The format of the data card is (2X,1)F6.2).

(d) An end of data card with 99 in columns 1 and 2.

The printed output consists of:

(a) The title of the data set.

(b) The value of B-A for each run.

(c) A tabulation of observed and expected lengths at each
age.
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(d) The parameters of the Walford plot.

(e) The parameters of the generalised von Bertalanffy
equation (100, k, to), the age and length at the
inflection point.

(f) The sum of squares of the deviations from regression.
A sample output is given in Appendix 5.

1.5.5 Subroutines Required

No subroutines other than those provided by the syste~

1.5.6 Restrictions

The only restriction other than those imposed by the
system and by input formats is that the maximum age should not
exceed 99.

1.5.7 Storage Required

The programme uses 11.2K positions of core storage.
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1.6 GROWTH EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS (SALMON) (SALGRO)

1.6.1 Function and Method

This programme was set up to analyse data from
experiments by Dr. R,L. Saunders on the effect of environmental
conditions (temperature and salinity) on the growth of young
salmon. In anyone experiment a number of batches of fish were
kept under different conditions and at intervals all the fish
in each batch were weighed and measured. Not all the fish in a
batch at any weighing were necessarily continued into the next
period.

The programme begins by computing for all the fish in
each batch at each weighing the mean, variance, standard
deviation and standard error for length. weight and condition
factor. For each occasion it then applies a t-test for the
significance of the differences in length, weight and condition
factor between each pair of batches. Finally, it computes for
each batch the linear and instantaneous growth rate over each
period.

At the end of the programme the summarlzed data for
each batch at each weighing remain in storage. It will thus
be possible by reading in additional data on amounts of food
consumed to add a further section to the programme computing
food consumption rates and efficiency of conversion. For this
purpose provision has been made in reading in the fish data to
include those fish which died during a period between weighings,
al though they are ignored in the calculations a"t present carried
out by the programme.

No options are provided in this programmeo

1.6.3 Data Input

Any number of experiments can be processed in a slngle
computer operation, and a reference number for each experiment
is read in and printed out.

Separate data cards are read in for each fish in each
batch on each occasion in which it is weighed. Within each
experiment, the cards for each batch must be loaded together
but the batches need not be in numerical order. Within each
batch the cards must be in date order. The folloWing information
is placed on each data card:
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Column Nos.

(a) Experiment number 3,4

(b) Batch number 5,6

(c) Initial temperature 7,8

(d) Final temperature 10-12

(e) Initial salinity 13-15

(f) Final salinity 16-18

(g) Day 19,20

(h) Month 21,22

(i) Year 23,24

(j) Day from start of experiment 25-27

(k) Length in mm 50-52

(1) Weight in 100th grams (no decimal point) 53-58

(m) Survival code (continued to next period
= blank; removed at the time of weighing
= 1; died during period = 2) 59

(n) Card identification number (10) 79,80

The data deck for each experiment except the last is
ended with a card with 98 in columns 79 and 80. The entire deck
is ended with a card with 99 in columns 79,80.

1.6.4 Output

The printed output consists of three tables

(a) Means, variances and standard errors by batches and
dates. This also records for each batch and date,
the salinity and temperature at the beginning and end
of the period.

(b) A comparison between each pair of batches at each
weighing sho\'ling, for length, weight and condition,
the degrees of freedom, the difference between the
means, the standard error of the difference and the
value of t.
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(c) For each batch over each interval, the mean length and
weight at the beginning and end of interval, and the
instantaneous and linear growth rates in both length and
weight.

A sample output is given in Appendix 6,

1.6.5 Subroutines Reguired

The only subroutine used other than those called by the
system is RULE which is described later in this report.

1.6.6 Restrictions

Anyone data
dates for each batch.
on the same dates. If
are included a message
continues but only the
numbers of the batches

run is limited to six batches and ten
It is assumed that all batches are weighed
data for more than ten dates for any batch
to this effect is printed, operation
first ten dates are processed o Reference
must be in the range 0

1.6.7 storage Reguired

This programme uses 42.9K positions of core storage.
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2. SALMON DATA TABULATIONS

2.1 AGE DISTRIBUTION FROM SCALE READINGS (AGDIST)

2.1.1 Function and Method

This programme reads the standard cards on which scale
readings are recorded, and computes for each river and each year
a two-way table of the actual numbers and percentages of fish
for each combination of smolt age and sea life.

2.1, 2 Options

No options are prOVided.

2.1.3 Data Input

Any number of sets of data can be processed in a single
run. Each set of data cards is composed as follows:

(a) A title card which is printed exactly as punched.

(b) A card shOWing in columns 1 to 5 the page number of the
first page of the printed output for that set.
Subsequent pages are numbered automatically.

(0) Sets of cards for each river. These river sets consist
of the data cards for that river, not in any required
order, followed by a card with the identification
number and the name of the river. This river card has
the river identification number in columns 14 to 18,
the river name in columns 23 to 54, and 8 in column 80.

(d) A blank card. The computer will stop at the end of each
data set and type a call to turn Sense Switch 3 on if
operation 1s to cease and to restart with Sense Switch J
off if a further data set is to be processed. This stop
allows the correct page number to be inserted at the
beginning of each new data set.

2.1, 4 Output

The printed output consists for each locality, or
river, of a series of two-way tables of smolt length against
sea age, showing both number and percentage for each combination
of ages. The table is also summed, and percentages worked out,
both vertically and horizontally. A table is printed for each
year for which there are data and there is an overall summary
for each locality of smolt age distribution for all years
combined.

A sample output is given in AppendiX 7.
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2.1.5 Subroutines Reguired

In addition to the system routines, this programme
requires HEAD and COLu}I.

2.1.6 Restrictions

As at present set up, the programme will handle data
for a 20-year period ending in 1969. The table lists sea ages
up to J years and smolt ages up to 8 years. If fish of greater
age in either category are encountered, they are included in the
last age-group and a message stating that this has been done and
how many fish were involved is printed at the end of the table.

2.1.7 Storage Reguired

This programme requires 27.5K core storage positions.

2.1.8 Word Length

Floating point word length is standard for this
programme, but fixed word length is increased to 5.
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2. 2 COMMERC TAL SAlliON CATCH SUMMARY (CO~ICAT)

2.2.1 Function and Method

This reads cards prepared from the catch statistics
supplied by the Fishery Officers of the Department of Fisheries.
For each Fishery District there is a ~air of cards for each
month, one containing the quantities (weights and numbers) of
fish caught by each type of gear, and the other the amount of
each gear in use. The output tabulates the total weight of fish
caught and the average weight and catch-per-unit effort of each
type of gear.

2.2.2 Options

If Sense Switch 4 is off, monthly and yearly summaries
are printed. With Sense Switch 4 on, only yearly summaries are
produced.

2.2.J Data Input

The input deck consists of

(a) A title card printed at the head of the first page of the
output exactly as punched.

(b) A card with the page number of the first page in columns
1 to 5.

(c) The data deck. This consists of pairs of cards, the
catch card preceding the gear card. They are sorted by
Fishery Districts, years, and months. The layout of
these cards is

(1) Catch Card

Fishery District

Year

Month (IJ for Annual Summary)

Set-net, catch weight (lb)

number

Drift-net, weight (lb)

number

Column Nos ..

I-J

4-5

6-7

8-IJ

14-18

19-24

25-29
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Column Nos.

Traps, weight (lb)

number

Other, weight (lb)

number

Subareas (given = 1, not given = 0)

No. of fish (indicated = 1, not indicated

Card identification (02)

(2) Gear Card

Fishery District

Year

Month

Set-nets t number

length (fathoms)

Drift-nets, number

length (fathoms)

Traps, number

length (fathoms)

Other, number

length (fathoms)

Card identification (03)

0)

30-35

36-40

41-46

47-51

75

76

79-80

1-3

4-5

6-7

8-11

12-17

18-21

22-27

28-31

32-37

38-41

42-47

79-80

The formats are (I3,212,4(F6.0,F5.0),24X,Il,2X,I2)
and (I3,212,4(F4.0,F6.0),31X,I2) respectively.

(d) Blank card at end of the entire deck.

2.2.4 Output

The printed output consists for each district of a
series of annual tables giving for each month
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(a) The average weight and catch per unit of effort for each
of the four types of gear.

(b) The total weight of catch.

(c) The number of fish weighed

(d) The average weight per fish for all gears combined.
Annual totals and means are also given. For set-nets
and drift-nets the unit of effort is 10 fms of net per
month; for traps and other gears, it is per unit of gear
per month.

A sample output is given in Appendix 8.

2.2.5 Subroutines Reguired

In addition to the subroutines called by the system,
this programme uses HEAD, COLOM and MISER. The last is a
subroutine in the U.N.B. programme library which stores the
contents of a card on disc and enables it to be recalled when
desired for rereading.

2.2.6 Restrictions

There are no special restrictions on this programme.

2.2.7 Storage Reguired

The programme uses 18.2K of core storage.

2.2.8 Word Length

The standard floating point word length is used but
fixed word length is increased to 6.
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2.3 SALMON ANGLING CATCH SUMMARY (ANGCAT)

2.3.1 Function and Method

This programme reads in cards containing angling data
derived from the returns sent in by the Fishery Officers of the
Department of Fisheries. It tabulates for each river, year and
month the quantities of fish caught, the catch per effort and
the average weight.

2.3.2 Options

No options are prOVided in this programme.

2.3.3 Data Input

The input deck consists of:

(a) A title card which is printed out as punched.

(b) A card containing the number of the first page of the
output in columns 1 to 5.

(c) Blocks of cards for each river. Each block consists of
(1) a river name card with the river identification
number in columns 5 to 9, the river name in columns 14 to
45 and 09 in columns 79 and 80; (2) the data cards sorted
by year and month.

The layout of the data cards is

Column Nos.

Year 1-2

Nonth 3-4

River 5-9

County 10-11

Effort (rod days) 12-16

Large salmon, number 17-21

weight (lb) 22-26

Large salmon t bright 27-31

weight (lb) 32-36
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Column Nos.

Large salmon, black

weight (lb)

Grilse, number

weight (lb)

Grilse, bright, number

weight (lb)

Grilse, black, number

weight (lb)

Combination of catch (salmon; 0, salmon or
grilse ; 2, bright or black; 3)

Card identification (04)

(d) Blank card at end of complete deck.

2.3.4 Output

37-41

42-46

47-51

52-56

57-61

62-66

67-70

71-75

76

79-80

This provides under each river annual tables showing
monthly totals for number and weight of salmon and grilse, and
for effort; the catch per effort; and the average weight of
salmon and grilee. Annual totals and averages are also provided.

A sample output is given in Appendix 9.

2.3.5 Subroutines Required

In addition to those called by the system, this
programme requires REA]), COLUM, MISER and REREAD. The last
two are U.N.B. library subroutines.

2.3.6 Restrictions

This programme imposes no special restrictions.

2.3.7 Storage Required

The programme requires 12.4K positions of core storage.

2.3.8 Word Length

Floating point word length is normal but fixed point
word length is increased to 5.
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3. llISCELLANEOUS

3.1 BINOMIAL EXPANSION (BINOM)

3.1.1 Function and Method

This programme computes the terms of the binomial
expansion

(p+q)n where (p+q) = 1 for any desired values of p and n.
It also provides the cumulative sum of the terms.

This programme may be useful where it is desired to
obtain exact solutions to probability situations involving two
categories.

3.1. 2 Options

No options are provided in this programme.

3.1.3 Data Input

A single data card is read. This contains

(a) The initial value of n.

(b) The interval between successive values of D.

(c) The final value of n.

(d) The number of values of p.

(e) The initial value of p, which is also the interval
between subsequent values.

The format is (4I5,F10.3).

J.1. 4 Output

The programme runs through each of the desired values
of n for each successive value of p. The values of n and pare
printed each time they change. The output for each combination
of p and n consists of two blocks of figures in rows of 10. The
upper block consists of the terms of the binomial expansion and
the lower block is the cumulative sums of these te~s beginning
from pn.

A sample output is given in Appendix 10.
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).1.5 Subroutines Required

No special subroutines are required for this programme.

).1.6 Restrictions

The maximum value of n is at present 60 for this
programme.

).1.7 Storage Required

J.2K positions of core storage are required.
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J.2 THE ESTIMATION OF EXPLOITED POPULATIONS (WHALE2)

J.2.1 Function and Method

This programme obtains an estimate of the size of an
exploited population where catch and effort are known for each
series of years and estimates of recruitment rate are available.
It uses the method based on the comparison of actual and
expected catches described in Allen (1966b)·. While the total
catch in each year must be known, it is not necessary to know
the total effort, prOVided that the catch obtained by a known
amount of effort is known in each year. Recruitment rate is
expressed as the proportion of new recruits in the exploitable
part of the population in each year. The programne has to be
supplied with an estimate of the annual instantaneouB natural
mortality rate, but provision is made to obtain a series of
population estimates for different values of this in a single
operation.

J.2.2 Options

No options are prOVided by this programme.

J.2.J Data Input

The input data deck consists of

(a) A title card which is printed as punched.

(b) A card containing the number of natural mortality rates
which it is desired to use, and a set of up to 10 values
for this rate.

The format is (12X,I2,lOF6.4).

(c) A card defining the period of years over which the
population estimates are to be computed. This permits
estimates to be obtained for only part of a data set.
These years are entered on the card as the last two
digits of the first columns (21-22) and last years of
the period (26-27).

"Allen, K.R. 1966b. Some methods for estimating exploited
populations. J. Fish. Res. Bd. Canada, 2J(lO): 155J-1574.
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(d) A set of cards containing thc catch and effort data.
There is one card for each year and these contain

(1) The last two digits of the year.

(2) The total catch of nales.

(J) The total catch of females.

(4) The catch of males \'lith a knO\tn effort.

(5) The catch of females with a known effort.

(6) The known amount of effort corresponding to (4) and
(5) .

(7) An effort modifier which can be used to adjust the
effort for weather or similar variables.

This section of the deck is terminated with a card with
9 in column 2. The format of the catch and effort
cards is (5X,I2,5X,5FIO.I,F6.4).

(e) A set of recruitment rate cards. These also are one
for each year and contain the last two digits of the
year and the recruitment rate. The format is
(5X,I2,5X,F7.4). This set also is terminated with a
card with 9 in column 2.

As many sets as desired made up as above can be processed
in one run and, after the last set, operation is
terminated by a blank card.

Note that the title card must never be completely blank
in columns 1 to 4 since this will terminate operation.

J.2.4 Output

The printed output for each set of data includes

(a) A statement of the period for which estimates are
being computed.

(b) A tabulation of the catch and effort data including
catch per unit effort for each sex and for the combined
population in each year, and an estimated total effort
on the assumption that the catch per unit effort was
the same for the entire catch as for that part of it
for which effort was known.

L_(_C_)_A_t_ab_u_I_a_t_~_.o_n_of the recruitment rate in each year.
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(d) A tabulation of the estimated populationB, actual and
expected catches,and their difference, and the squares
of the differences for each year. There is also a
Btatement of the sum of the BquareB of the deviations
from expectation and an eBtimate of q, the catchability
factor. Each section of the tables is headed with the
title of the data set.

A sample output is given in Appendix 11.

J.2.5 Subroutines Required

This programme consists of a ~~IN programce and
the subroutines CEFF, RECCY, and LSTSQ. It also uses the
subroutine RULE.

J.2.6 RestrictionB

The only restriction other than those imposed by the
input formats is that the years to which the data are referred
must lie between 1940 and 1969 inclusive.

J.2.7 Storage Required

The programme requireB 19.1K pOBitions of core storage.
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4. OUTPUT SUBROUTINES

4.1 RULE

This programme is designed to rule a line composed of
one of the three characters (-, =, .). The length of the line
and the width of the left-hand margin can be controlled as can
the spacing before and after the line. The subroutine is called
by the statement

CALL RULE (JGAP, JLINE, JT1PE, JSPl, JSP2)

In this JGAP number of characters in left-hand margin

JLINE number of characters in line

JT1PE character control (1 = -, 2 = =, J = .)
JSPI space control before line (0 = no space,

1 = one space, 2 = new page)

JSP2 space control after line. The value
given to it equals the number of
spaces that will be left.

This subroutine requires IJOO positions of core storage.
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4.2 flEAD and COLUN

This pair of subroutines is intended to provide a
page control in an output in which the pages are to be numbered
and a heading is to be repeated on all pages. It is therefore
particularly suitable for use in programmes giving an output
which is to be used as a published or duplicated report.

Only the subroutine fIEAD should be called in the main
programme. COLOM is called only by HEAD when required and
functions only as a store of available headings. It is thus
possible to place additional headings in the store without
disturbing the principal subroutine.

HEAD is called by the statement

CALL HEAD (LINE, IP, 1ST, NEXT, LPACE, ~C~L)

LlllE is the number of Unes "hich have been printed on
the page and a suitable statement adding the appropriate
number to it must fo11m'/ every print statement in the
main programme. It is automatically restored by the
subroutine when a new page is started.

IP is the number of the first page to be printed. In a
report which is to stand by itself it would of course be 1.

1ST. If this is set at 1 the first time the subroutine
is called, the printing of the first line of the first page
with the page number on it is omitted by the subroutine.
This enables the main programme to print a title on this
line; if this is done the main programme should also print
the page number at the right-hand end of the line to match
those printed by the subroutine on subsequent pages.
After the first call the subroutine sets 1ST at 2 which
enables it to print the page number on the first line of
subsequent pages. There should be no further definition
of 1ST in the main programme.

NEXT. This defines the number of
desired to print next as a block.
sufficient lines left on the page
subroutine goes to a new page.

lines which it is
If there are not

for this block the

LPACE. This defines the number of lines to be printed on
the page. This would usually be fixed for any particular
job and should be defined at the beginning of the main
programme.

NC~L. This defines which heading is to be drawn out of
the store in subroutine COLOM and printed at the head of
each page.

Additional headings may be placed in store in COLUJI
by inserting an additional argument in the second card, and
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adding a block of cards with the same argument and containing
the necessary print instructions. That is, change

G~ T~ (I, 2, - - n), NC~L

to G~ T~ (I, 2, - - n, n+l), NC~L

and add immediately before the END card

n PRINT IOn

IOn F~~IAT (as required to produce heading)

RETURN

where IOn signifies the number 100+n.

It is, of course, possible to call different headings
at different points in one programme.

HEAD requires 800 positions of core storage. The
amount of storage required for COLOM depends on the number of
headings stored in it at any time. It requires approximately
500 positions for each 2-line heading to be printed.

While neither of these Bubroutines needs non-standard
word lengths, it must be noted that if they are to be used with
a programme which does use special word lengths they must, for
this purpose, be loaded with the same word length as the main
programme. This is done by preceding them with an appropriate
FANDK card.
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13.3' 20.0 0.00 0.0 10.00 Aoo.no 0.00 0.00 2noo 190 10.52

A
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*Rn~ DAYS*CATCH. AVE,AG< _EIGHT
T.':'TAL F~nRT TnT/EFF ~RILSE SALMfl,,__ TnTdL~t"" :·iOI Th:,(

S" l '~(~:'\' r:l 1 ~ "111~':,: y ~:;~~:",~;~,;:*".",,,,;,.:,* ';'*:;'*;, :~*;' ""'**':'';l'''''''(';;'';~:',-'';';~M;:;-~;:tl:~,<;':::''~~~~*:'' ~ l I
"IU~bEK ,,~* WEIGHT

~~JLSE SAL~~~ T~T~L GRILSE SALMQI
-------------------------~-----~-~-~-~--------------------------------------------~~-

tol IRA" J f" 1 R..
1--,0()

"I --250 65 315 1255 5eQ 1755 300 1. J 5 5.02 7.,",0 5.l::7

, 0 0 455 0 0 1250 800 .56 0.00 0./)0 2.74

,1 $I L 2~0 65 770 1255 500 ;001) 1100 _·J_9 2-' 0 ? 7. /.,0 ~~

19i1 1

~50 65 315 12'>5 500 1755 300 1.05 5.0;< 7.69 5.57
---0--- (1 4 ~5 0 (j 1 ?'in ROO .l:)A 0.:)[; "I. r.:"1 ?7l.

T~TAL 2.,0 6" 770 1255 500 3005 1100 .70 5.02 7."9 '.90

1"6~

7 250 6" 315 12';5 500 1755 ,00 1. 0 5 5.02 7.<,9 5.57

R ° 0 l~5'i 0 0 1?50 800 .56 0.00 0.n0 2.74

lhiAL -7.'0- --,;o-~ 1255 500 '3005 11 00 • 70 5.02 7.60 3.<:;1'1

IlJ" :, --
" 1.5[' 1>, 315- -·IT5S· 50G 115l::; 3:>'0 1.05 5.0" 7.69 5.5'Y

'l 0 0 455 0 0 I?"C ,Cr) .56 0.00 0."'0 ?.74

lflTAl - _.??_0_ 65 770 1/S5 500 3005 1100 .70 5.0? 7."9 ?CiO

11.J64
7 250 - 65 315 1255 500 1755 300 1.0'> 5.02 ?-. ~9 5.57

A -('j 0 455 () 0 -~- CiQO ~6 ,; ;00· 0.nn ').74

T lHL /,',iO 65 770 1255 1500 ,005 !l00 .70 5.0? 7.,",0 3.90

~
~-

~. ~
'lu

i 250 65 315 ! 7'i5 500 175, 3D" 1.05 5.02 '.00 ,..,,,
~ 0 0 455 0 u I ?5 0 800 .51> 0.00 n 1)1') ? 74 l ...... ___ -_. e

TnT~L :'151) - 65- _. --no------r2-"" ----.,.,"(j TolJ1' - fioli .'70 5Ji~- 7 .....0 ~.Q,., ~t...;

.-
" "Co

i';
Q
":0-...
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APl EllDIX ?

SAMPLE OUTPUT - AGllIST

-' Cc ,n C
C

C C f1""1 C C
<I C

~
C c '; ";
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* 0 C ... '" c-
o I- " '"

,... " .s" "~ ~}
CO' OC cC 0<I" =0 0 C C

0. " C C C C 0 C ",:. C. C· C. C cO c CI,-i,{,
.:}

0,-, Oc C 0 OC 0 C OC C 0"* C c: ~
C C

~
0 S

"<, 0 0 C C' 0 0 0 C-i,
:f

" OC OC .:00 OC C." OC

" i:< C ~ c; c: c C

" C. c 0 c

""-;:
Oc oC '" 0 Oc C C"" C C. 0' C 0 0'
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C C 0
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APPENDIX 10
SAN.i'LE 6U'1'1tiT - Bm01"l

.050

'l" 25
1 ..98013E-33 1.415&IE-30 3 .. 12759E-18 ",".7015;>E-?6 4.cn300F-2"'- ,.n;>nI-t.F-J;> 2.t.~307F-70 1.7A(\5.. 1=-]R 0;.474,AF_17 )."'.t.,.,ql=' ..
S.972b7E-14 1.54746f-12 ).43021E-ll 6.51741F.-ln 1."1,'1"01"-0.1' 1.47!1AQ;---n1 1.1''''''IAF-06 1.1""'''lF-O'' 1.4n)77F-nt. 1.''''''70F-03
5.95196E-03 Z.&925t-E-n7 9.'0151F-02 7.3(1"171<-1"1) 3.,,-,,,OQo;F-01 7.77'lpo;:-nJ
Z ..98023E-33 1.41859E-30 ).24171F-211 4.73~ql.F-7'" "'. <H.,,4' 1<-2/. 't.07n?"'F_;>7 7."i;>717F-70 ,.,,,0;7R~-JA <;."'''4°''1''_17 '.("I'('7/,F. 5
b.17475E-14 l.b0921E-l~ 3.5ClI13F-ll to.A7""i2F-10 1.l1011F-1'U1 1.0;010'F-1"":7 1.,?I"i't7F-n& ).0o;Af'''if'-t)") 1.t-R1'i?I'"-n4 1.7"CJ(oF-f)~

1.16"'-94E-03 3.4OQ05E-O;> 1.27JO",,,,-ol 3."i7"'~;F-"1 7.7;>"'I"I0F-nl Q.ClQQQOF..I'Il

N. 30
9.31322E-40 5.308~3f-37 1.41.250f-34 2.59)'inF-32 3.''''''t",F_3(1 3.7AI.?"'F-;?P. 7.IJlTl,IF-7f', ].,",0471.1<_'t. O.'''71'o7F-;?l 4.7ClC''''7F_;n
1.7155bE-19 5 .. l)lb51E-lfl 1.782f1ge-16 4..69037F-15 1."fll13F-13 7.10l'1F-1;? l.ClO"'''lF-Jt I..I!?"i4F-lO A.lfl777F_oa }."f"."~F' 7
1.(15182E-Ob 9 .. 51bS1E-06 7.396931'-oS 4.A8fl40F-04 2.7"119 0 1"-03 1.235'''F-07 4. '51 ""oF-o;> 1 .:>'7049F-Ol 7. .<;1\"'3"F-n 1 '."Ao,,;>F-o I
Z.14638E-Ol
9 ..31322E-40 5.317eSE-37 1.46781E-34 2.I-oIlIAF-32 3."512'iF-)0 3.'IQ17=-7f1 ;>.6'4RIE-Zb 1.7211IF-74 o.4297RE-?"l ".,,<,>'o7F. ,I
1.75950E-19 o.1024bE-IR 1.84391E-16 4.A7477l:-15 1.130Flfll:-13 ?"lOl."f-P 4.J"l7QF-ll t-.0;2"ZI'oF-IO o.04n"oF_OO l.n<>I-Cl'F-07
1.1bI52E-06 1.0671101'-05 8.46474E-oS 5.7)4AAF.-04 3.2A24AF-03 1.5f,l~4F...(t, (I..07711.F-tl? I.A7R1C1F-01 4.464"7E-!l1 7.A<;''«'I''F-(ll
9.99998E-ol l

N _ 35

2.91038E-46 1.93540E-43 6.2'51351'-41 1.30(1.53 F-38 I.Ofl59"1F-36 '. V947F-'14 ,. ;>774<;1:-"11 1. 7403AF-'3('l J. 16"'3/1"-'1'1 ".1'1'11 rt"'F' :7
3.17574E-Z5 1.4145ZE-23 5.375191'-22 !.80t,fl.9E-ZO <;."o4AI.F_19 1.4''\f'lF-}7 3."'l1q,OF-l1- 7.2"1747<:-1') 1."'''PF-l.'' '.'''71-flF-17
).55328E-ll 4.8213IE-I0 5.8'0"'11:-09 b.21'o1'\7F-0P. S.Q4114Ql:-fl7 4.Q7":'4l"-O" ,.I.,"'-l'7F_0') '.'10I')Ql"-04 ,.,404,F_(\7 "'.'7""'141:-03
2.11745E-02 6.b12R4l:-tl;> 1.5'l47QE-01 2.1373FI<-1)1 3.nIlQ4'''-ol 1.""OP'tI:...(t1 I
2.91038E-4b 1.93831E-43 6.;>7f173F-41 1.312RnF-3fl. l.oClaOSF-36 '.l",at.1l:-34 '.'4#0041"-"2 ,.771fl.4F-)O t.lRln,.F_7R ".7/"16F-;>7
3.34323E-25 1.44195E-?3 5.51090E-12 I.R~?rtOF-20 5.'51l107F-19 1.4908/.F-t7 ".'\""7'?<lIo'-1'" 7.<:9"J5F-15 1.45}04F.-!l 7.4'1'791"-1;>
3.801561'-11 5.20147E-I0 6.350861"-09 6.fl9I'oh"'E-rtA .... I-',ll1t-F-07 'i .... 'l .. 7I'oF-Oto 4.1077<;1"-05 ;>.7;>13<;F-114 1.,\'J"'6F-O'l 7.,r;170F' '3
2.90162E-02 9.S7546E-oZ 2.54Z34E-ol S.Z7Q72E-l)1 A.'l3C115l:-01 Q.9ClOQ'lF-I'l]

N _ 40

9.09"'-941'-53 b.91215E-50 2.5609SE-41 6.1633'<'1"-45 I.Ofl321E-"'-2 1.4f1lfl"l!:_40 1.(l.t.'''I-'::-''11 1.<;1'56"'''-:H, 1.1A7 Q OF-"4 O."~/.O","_""

4.72669E-31 2.44928E-29 1.11463e-21 4.602)4E-16 I.M642F.-24 5.55"'HE-?'l 1.641l"'''~?1 4.4nHE-20 1.07'174E-''I. ,."I.7:>A.F-17
4.11267E-16 8 ..S1770E-15 1.39931E-13 1.08072"-IZ 2.';0030F-11 3.405111"-10 ".l';>,Cll:-oQ "1."77;>91:_01'1 '.'4~90E-07 ' ..... ,.'l7;::· 'I
1.77676E-05 1.0R898E-04 5.81925F-04 z."en3flF-03 1 .... 4A50F-0? 3.41"J,f--(l, o.Olll"E-"IZ l .. tl5114F-OI ;>.1767IE-f'} '.7""""1;:-(11
1.28511E-OI
9.094Cl4E-53 6.921751:-'50 Z. !56787E-47 1>.1 R9n4 F-45 l.nlICl40F-4Z J .40'7'F-M\ '.""7'Clj:-·~~ I. '537'4F-3'" J .'0307;>F-"4 /l.II'" '7r:· '1l
4.80815£-31 1.49731E-29 1.14960E-27 4.71730F-7.6 1.7l306f'lF-24 5.7'7""'F-'~ 1.7rtl-lnF-'1 1•• 5Cl136F-2f'l 1.l1ClI'oIlE-IP: ;>.1.74'lF-17
4.9b()09E-16 9.0Z310E-15 1.4R055F-13 2.2zo",~c-IZ 3."1127F-11. '1.7n7"''''::-ln 4.lnl''4F_Oq l..n~71'1'F-OP. ".,,"" ..... 1"_ ....7 ,.",o;"IoF-fl6
2.06832E-05 1.2CJSA!E-04 7.11507E-04 3.3<I1f\ClF-03 1.3"71>QF-oZ 4.Rn,A1F-O;> 1.lJ'lLQF-n1 '1.7371'o"F-(}) I-.MO";t.;:_nl R.7'1.'lr,F, 'I
9.9~~98E-ol
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APl'ENDIX 11
sAMPLE bUTi'uT - WHALEZ

(cont'd. )

f:j'NtiHALfS ke + tlSA lC)(,q-19~h POP. EST. 19')R-f,f) _. ------- - -.--
PUPIiLIITJUi ESTIMATE l'Iy l~A';T ~OIIA'~E.S MF'TI·-!nfl
1'~SlAI"YAt~E'--.lY.~'!o~IA.LlD'~_I..E.....=....-.~_

l)l)l)c*cceC~l)l).vv ••*.*•••• u••u•••c.o**.l)***e.beeo lI'Oll' lI'lI'Oll'l)tl"'l)O(.IlIl).l

y-t:"k AlIll Fell I)--F~T. pOP. /lCT. r./lY.. H -FiP:CIIH-,,-OTFn=Q;Fiin---,,'f.FI~nT

---~1i15-A' - I~.orlon-----o. _.- ISh]. MI?O ·---'-9n.3 f1').fo n-t.n.oo
1959 1 • .7983 bAl. 1",7. 1.77.0 409.1 67.1't /,I.nfl.f'?

_____J<JhO 1.3~}} l{l~ f,.P,.J_~ DA.O qO.f1 }A.1 l'~~?.l

1961 1.6109 1152. "O;CI. JIR.O ClI;.::' :??7 'iP.t:lt.
19b2 7..6::'33 122'). IlA::'. 7fi).fl 4'\01..9 -}t;':\.t:l ,,:\~q':\.Aq

19b} },150b 13'\2 :ill..o- '''7.0 ':\'''.1 -f1,.) ~OIA.l.oI.

19b4 3.91'129 101.07. bl7. "n.n 3(1<;.1 -IA.J ,:\7A.fl/.
19t>S <;.1713 1419. 4?3. 19".0 n?, 6':\.n l,f"lIjO.4?
196b 6.1,<;77 1517. 2.11'. 11t>.t'l ---!':"!'_"'_ 4".', 1t;l71..-f(\

ESTU1ATF OF 0- .000426 ~'I:~ nF 0;011."" .':\1

•••oicc**"c**O$-':'.-.-''-O'••Oll'lI'O.lI'lI'lI'Oli)Oll'******lI'.(t*",(~ <, ~.~~+';--;;-"""l)o**o*lI' ttcrll''''*crlI'*

F~Ttr·!1!Fn.SIIM_nf ."~Ib,RFS_.~~~!2).'L"-

1 SUi'll( SllMl 5T'i"r:1-U----"'~p-- !'lll~~---'-' wi::is-------···-
18 46.512400E+1')4 S3.303210E+07 15.21l36qF+IO -lS.t>31"AnF.+<l5 -RQ."i6R15lF+07 13.t33t~OE+0t;

i~ ~i:~:~;~~~:61 ~~:~~~~~j~:6: ~;:~~~::j::~~ :i~:J~~~~~~::;~ =:i::~~:~~:~; 1~:~~~:-~~~:~?-;----
2t 12.5h2l00E+0/, lq.901.3939F+OR 23.q(l35Rlf+ll -31.M3170E+O!: -'iI..!OAl1'E+OR lR.32101.,,:\QE+0'i
22 RO.0I.5~7.00E+n4 A'i.R9?Otl3F+OA 23.711-,f)oI.nF+t7 _<;l.RRQRoI.oI.E+O" ':\R.9t.,,:\0I.?7F+OQ 16.R"'7.7 RlF+Ol>
2l 86.0"151001:+0/. 11.3bd5h6F+OP 52.t>04356F+t2 -11).4R252t;E+05 Rl.tO?t>R7E+OQ 32.24R31,("E+06
24 901..312000E+o/. l2.110QI:>4F+09 12.9S211"'F+13 -10."3476t"lE+Ob -}R.765031E+I(\ t.Q.14249<;F+Ob
25 9R.153600E+n4 l5.n7Zl,RRF+(\9 11'.431601'1"+13 -ll.41071,3E+flf, -'h.n7 ....57';lF+ll) Q3."i3l A?OF+06
2t> IO.125120E+05 ZO.5hf.<;RlF+09 42.1'l14Q3r.+13 -\6.n51l095E+06 -<;7.8Rt:l0l.'CF+I0 IQ.73QAt"l.7F+()1
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